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 S'adapter

ADAPTING
This is the story of an eternal baby, a maladjusted child 
who creates an invisible boundary between his family and 
others. It is the story of his place within this deeply shaken 
family. The eldest child connects with him, and loses him-
self in the process. His sister develops feelings of disgust 
and anger. And lastly, the baby of the family who comes 
later, after his disabled brother has died and the older two 
have left, lives in the shadow of family ghosts, but brings 
the hope of reconciliation.

9782234089549 | 2021 | 200 pages | 13,5 x 21,5 cm | 18.50 €

 Artifices

ARTIFICE
Why has the exemplary police officer Abel Bac been 
suspended? Who illegally took a horse into the Pompidou 
Center?  Who put copies of a newspaper featuring the same 
horse outside Abel’s apartment? This series of events will 
lead him to Mila, a mysterious artist who stirs up crowds 
and the world of contemporary art with her confrontational 
performances. The suspended police officer tentatively in-
vestigates, helped – whether he wants it or not – by Camille, 
a concerned colleague, and Elsa, a neighbor who turns up 
one evening blind drunk.

9782234089983 | 2021 | 308 pages | 13,5 x 21,5 cm | 21.50 €

Literature & Fiction

Claire Berest

A cop who collects orchids 
in his Paris apartment. 
Mysterious, unauthorized 
artistic performances in  
the city’s major museums… 
What if crime were an art?

Literature & Fiction

Clara Dupont-Monod

A baby with disabilities turns 
the whole family dynamic 
upside down and redefines 
his siblings’ lives.
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 Colonne

COLUMN
In August 1936, at the beginning of the Spanish Civil War, 
the philosopher Simone Weil, who is not yet 30, joins the 
Durutti Column. During an attack on the Ebro River, she in-
jures herself by putting her foot in boiling oil. She is brought 
back to France on September 25. From the fragments of 
the mystery of a brief life, such as the commitment that 
refuses fascism and the murder of a 16-year-old Falangist, 
Adrien Bosc writes Simone Weil’s intense and tragic story.

9782234079670 | 2022 | 176 pages | 12 x 18,5 cm | 18.50 €

 Mozart était une femme

MOZART WAS 
A WOMAN
“Forsake your triumphs that don’t suit your sex and make 
way for your brother,” said Fanny Mendelssohn’s father. Her 
compositions were already being signed by her brother Felix.  
Ever heard of Kassia of Constantinople, the first female 
composer in history? How about Hildegard of Bingen and 
her sacred hymns? Or the scandalous Barbara Strozzi, 
Italy’s most prolific female baroque composer? Compo-
sers, instrumentalists, orchestra directors, founders of 
ensembles, patrons… this book finally shines a spotlight 
on these women.

9782234090583 | 2022 | 260 pages | 13,5 x 21,5 cm | 18.00 €

Art

Aliette de Laleu

Paying homage  
to prodigiously talented 
female musicians who have 
been left in the shadows.

Literature & Fiction

Adrien Bosc

Simone Weil's battle  
in the Spanish Civil War.
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 Sauvagines

SAVENGERS
Raphaëlle is a forest warden living alone, miles from civili-
zation. Out in the wild, daily life is fraught with dangers. And 
there’s no cell coverage. One evening, Raphaëlle is shaken 
to discover bear prints outside her door. But when human 
footprints appear, she realizes that the true predator is 
even more sinister… Savengers plunges us into a world of 
illegal poaching and sexual violence, as Raphaëlle’s calling 
to protect the forest turns her into the prey. But this gritty 
eco-warrior won’t go down without a fight.

9782234092266 | 2022 | 368 pages | 13,5 x 21,5 cm | 20.90 €

Literature & Fiction

Gabrielle Filteau-Chiba

Hunt or be hunted.
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